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ABSTRACT 

Virtual Geophysics Laboratory (VGL) [1] is being built as a scientific workflow portal that provides 
geoscientists with access to an integrated environment that exploits eResearch tools and Cloud computing 
technology. VGL is a collaboration between CSIRO, Geoscience Australia (GA), National Computational 
Infrastructure (NCI), Monash University, Australian National University (ANU) and University of Queensland 
(UQ). Funded under NeCTAR (http://nectar.org.au/) early adopters program, the VGL aims to provide 
scientists with easy agents to exploit multiple technologies provided by eResearch and Cloud via a user driven 
interface. VGL has taken the original Virtual Exploration Geophysics Laboratory (VEGL) [1] developed in a 
previous collaboration between CSIRO, NCI and GA,  and re-engineered it to now include added multiple data 
types, data access mechanisms, workflows, and several open source earth science codes. The laboratory also 
creates provenance metadata that enable any model run to be transparent and reusable. 

With the exponential increase in data set size, resolution, and coverage, many organisations are now 
experiencing problems: storing for dynamic access; computational power for processing; and simple ways to 
collaborate with the result sets. It is no longer feasible for users to personally handle data transport, sub-
selection, processing and storage. The VGL provides a distributed system whereby a user can enter an online 
virtual laboratory to seamlessly access a dynamically user-defined subset of data that is loosley coupled to 
online software and compute resources.  

Inside the Virtual Laboratory, the user will have access to an entire library of existing 3D geological and 
geophysical models, complete with exemplar workflows for specific scientific problems based on those models. 
For example, a user can load an example 3D model provided by GA, apply a basic geothermal workflow, and 
have it run in a scientific code – Underworld[4], and finaly publish his results to share with a colleague or cite 
in a paper. This brings a whole new aspect to user training both inside the portal, and retrospectivly in the 
science, as even the novice user is able to experience the power of all the resources (models, code, data, 
processing) in the one virtual laboratory. The VGL will support eScript[3], Underworld[4], UBC[5] (Licenced 
users only), and a GA-AEMcode [6], but will ultimately be able to handle any backend code installed in the 
cloud with the apropriate workflow. 

VGL provides end users with access to an intuitive, user-centered [7] interface, built on the Spatial 
Information Services Stack (SISS) [8],leveraging cloud storage[9,10] and cloud and HPC processing from 
NeCTAR, NCI and Amazon [11,12]. As the underlying data and information services are agnostic to the 
scientific domain they can support multiple data types, resulting in a highly reuseable virtual laboratory that 
can for example be repurposed for natural hazards, satellite processing, soil geochemistry, climate modeling, 
agriculture crop modeling,  and other areas requiring spatial data discovery, integration, analysis and 
processing. 

The VGL is currently available to the public to explore and experiment, https://vgl.anu.edu.au  
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